
 

 

 

Print out each horse, colour the pieces, cut them out and glue together .If you would like them to 

stand up, print your horses on card stock paper. Also print the stands for each. Cut a slit in the 

stand. Cut a slit in the bottom of the arc for the stand pieces to fit into. 

Colour one like Alice: grey with dapples,  

Dapple gray, is a type of coat colour seen on horses 

"dapples," are dark rings with lighter hairs on the inside of the ring, scattered over the entire body 

Colour one like Oliver: chestnut with a white blaze and four white socks 

Chestnut is a hair coat color of horses consisting of a reddish-to-brown coat with a mane and 

tail the same or lighter in color than the coat. Chestnut is characterized by the absolute 

absence of true black hairs. It is one of the most common horse coat colors, seen in almost 

every breed of horse. 

Blaze: a wide white stripe down the middle of the face 

Common leg markings are: Sock: white marking that extends higher than the fetlock but not as 

high as the knee or hock. 

Colour one like Panama: bay with a heart on his forehead 

Bay is a hair coat color of horses, characterized by a brown body color with a black mane, tail, 

ear edges, and lower legs. Bay is one of the most common coat colors in many horse breeds. 

Even though the white mark on Panama’s head is the shape of a heart, it is actually called a 

star marking. A star is a white marking between or above the horse’s eyes 

and colour one like Howdy : black with a big white or bald face and white legs, don’t forget 

Howdy’ s beautiful blue eyes! 

Bald Face: a very wide blaze, extending to or past the eyes. Some, but not all, bald faced horses 
also have blue eyes. 

 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dapple_gray

